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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The very word apocalypse conjures up
images of cataclysmic mayhem of unbelievable proportions. But what if the apocalypse is not what
you ve imagined, because the pieces to the puzzle are not what you ve been told? Having created
the world, God has worked out His plan and purpose for thousands of years. The end of the age is
no exception. He has revealed very clearly what will happen. Unraveling the meaning of those
prophecies, though, has been confusing and contradicting, almost like guesswork. As you read the
Apocalypse Puzzle you may want to reconsider some truths you have been taught, and then put the
puzzle back together all over again. What if . America is the 7th Beast? Electronics is the False
Prophet? Electricity is the two horned Beast? 666 is not just a mark but a Name? An alliance of Arab
nations is the 8th Beast with Ten Horns? The Great Prostitute, Babylon is New York? Pornography is
today s Temple Prostitute? The Great Tribulation is totally fabricated? Israel is restored after Christ
s return, not...
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Very useful for all group of people. It is amongst the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. Its been written in an extremely straightforward way
and it is just right after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically modified me, change the way i think.
-- Felicia Nikolaus-- Felicia Nikolaus

These sorts of ebook is the ideal book o ered. It can be writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i advised this
publication to understand.
-- Mr. Alejandrin Murphy PhD-- Mr. Alejandrin Murphy PhD
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